
096 'Rev'iews 

challlber (used also for the buming of bulky articles) before· passing to the 
boilers.. The ,tailings provide fuel for two Babcock and Wilcox boilers; 
when the taiUlIgs are exhausted steam is sqpplied by twoauxili\1ry 
iI turbine" boilers heated by the cleaned· cinders. Electricity is generated 
for power usedoQ the plant alld for lighting .the depot. Superheated steam 
is supplied ,to an adjacent works. The feed water for the boilers is softened 
by the lime-soda process. 

A patent device (Heenan) is used for separatillg the cinders: '1'0 vary 
.the size of the product one of the rolls of the two-roll type clinker crusher 
is made adjustable; the provision of coil springs allows.foreign materials 
to pass through without injury to the rolls .. Clinker mortar.ismade by a 
mortar mill. 

C. W. Hu'1''l'. 

Rep1'inted from" Bulletin of Hygiene," Vol. 5, No. 7 . 

• 

lRe"tews. 

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREA'l'MEN'l" oFHEAR'l', DISEASE. By E.M. 
Brockbank. London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1930. Pp. xvi + 
240. ::15 illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. 

Th,e latest edition of this now well-known book has been bl'Ought up to 
date, and additional chapters !lealing with aneurysm and angina pectoris 
have been added. The author deals fully with the important subject of 
systematic examination of the whole cardio-vascular system. 

The chapters on the causation and interpretation of abnormal cardiac 
sounds are well and clearly written, and there is a good summary' of the 
clinic!tl signs of heart disease met with in everyday practIce .. 

One wishes the author had given more space to the section on disorderly 
action of the heart and the clinical significance of its different forms. 

The volume can be recommended not only to students but as a handy 
reference book. to practi tioners of all ages. . .).~: 

DIATHERMY, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL,IN OTo-LARYNGOLOGY. ,By Dan 

McKenzie, M.D., F.R.C.S.E. London: Kegau Paul, Trench, Triibner 
and Co., Ltd. Pp. xiv + 184. Price 10s. 6d. 

This is a concise and entertaining exposition of modern knowledge and 
practice of diathermy in ear, nose, and throat work. 

'l'he arguments for and against diathermy are refreshingly honest and 
free from the bias which so frequently acconipanies over-enthusiasm. 

The author's experiences with medical diathermy are very instructive, 
and his claims of its benefit in such varied complaints as tinnitus aurium, 
ozoona,and otosclerosis appear reasonable, as he does not recite spectacular 
cures in every case. His results, u,sing medical diathermy for obstructive 
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catarrhal deafness of short duration, and for tinnitus aurium, appear to 
have been very gratifying. He stresses the fact that diathermy has proved 
of most service in the early cases of middle-ear deafness. 

The chapter on surgical diathermy is a clear account of techniq ue, with 
practical advice and reasoned deductions. The advantages he summarizes 
as': (1) relatively bloodless field of operation; (2) freedom from local and 
general reaction in lessened shock; (3) in malignant cases, reduced risk of 
scattering living cancer cells; (4) an inconspicuous scar. 

·The second half of the book deals with cancer, and the results obtained' 
appeal" to have been exceUent. 

The description of a typical operation-removal of an epithelioma of 
the tonsil and glands of neck, using the diathermy flame as a scalpel-is 
lucid and extremely interesting; the lessened degree of pain and sepsis 
following this method being duly stressed. He deals firstly with eradicable 

, cancers and later with ineradicable growths, but in referring to the tongue 
bemight have informed the reader of the brilliant results achieved with 
radium in this organ. . 

Altogether this book is to be highly recommended, as in 177 pages of 
extremely' interesting reading, the author summarizes his own extensive 
experience with diathermy, medical and surgical, in oto-laryngology. . 

C. H. C. B. 

SENSATION AND THE SENSORY PA'l'HWAY. By John S. B. Stopford, M.D., 
F.R.S. London: Longmans, Green and Co., Ltd. 1930. Pp. xii + 
148. Price 7s. 6d. 

No student of medicine who wishes to keep up to date can neglect the 
work of the modern anatomist. 'l'he author's contributions to the better 
ulIderstanding of the problem of sensation are well known and form the 
subject of this monograph. 

Dr. Stopford is a supporter of Head's theory, and believes that the 
sensory side of the nervous system is fundamentally constittitedby an 
affective system coutrolled by a phylogenetically younger discriminative one. 
Head's theory gains appreciably from Dr. Stopford's interest in it. Dr. 
Stopford's researches have laid a more exact anatomical fouudation, arid 
have also, among other things, led him to appreciate the manner in which 
the proper understanding of deep sensation supports the theory. The 
standpoint of the expert anatomist illumines the work and adds' notably to 
its value and great interest, while on the pathological side many points of 
great importance to the physician and surgeon emerge . 

. Various theories which conflict with Head's theory are discussed, but 
they are found wanting. There is no doubt that a somewhat weak point 
inHead's theory has been the fact that, although the axon sin a cut nerve 
trunk regenerat~ at practically the same pace, yet "epicritic" sensation 
re.tllrns much later. than" protopathic " sensation, and may practically 
neiVer return at all. This ,is .astory which needs good telling, but Dr. 
Stop ford's explanation is ingeniolls and soundly conceived. " 
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A bibliography is conveniently appended to each chapter. The book is 
excellently prin,ted and got up, and is illustrated by diagrams and also by 
photographs of sections of brain-stem which are well reproduced. 

STRETCHERS: The Story of a Hospital on the Western Front. By Frederick 
~. :Bottle. Oxford University Press., London:, HUqIphrey Milford. 
1930. 

The author explains in his introductory chapter that his purpose is, 
, besides givi.ng an account of the war service of Evacuation Hospital No. 8, 

to record the experiences of surgery by a layman. He gives a popular and 
most interesting record based on ideas obtained from conversation with 
surgeons and from reading. 

The book deals with the history of a single unit in the non-combatant 
branch of the Service. Very full details are given of the unit from the 
earliest days, including all particulars of the recruit stage. There is a very, 
good description of the pack, which the author, considers was cari'ied too 
high up and compared unfavourably with that used by the infantry. He 
is inclined to ridicule stretcher drill-" litter drill." He refers to barrack 
training as the happiest ann healthiest time' in the life of the soldier. 
Conditions later were too mournful. 

'Many interesting and amusing details are recorded of camp and barrack 
life. 

The voyage to France was made under miserable conditions, and the 
food on the transport was reported as leaving much to be desired. 

The volume includes a very interesting chapter on the history of the 
College de Juilly, which takes its name from the early Romans and was 
prominent in the 100 Years War. Joan of Arc is reported to have gained 
It victol'Y in the vicinity. 

The author pays a tribute to the work and technique of the famous 
surgeon, Dr. Harvey Cushing, in the treatment of head wounds. 

Special attention is drawn to the method of keeping statistics by means 
of a dnplicate field medical card. It is interesting to note that a similar 
method was devised by Major, now Colonel, L.'W. Harrison at No. 2 
British General Hospital in 1914. 

'Many specimen entries on the cards are given which are of great 
medical interest. The system of dealing with casualties was much the 
same as that used in the British Army and was obviously based 011 the 
earlier experiences of the war. It is interesting to note the complete 
adoption of the French word" debridement," which refers to the thorough 
cleansing of the wound with the removal of all dead tissue. No English 
term could have described it so neatly. 

A graphic description of the Armistice and the resultant changes makes 
interestillg reading. ' ' 

The book concludes with a description of visits to Verdun, Mont Dore 
and finally to Germany, where the unit functioned prior to return to~he 
United States. ' ' 
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The author adds a chapter devoted to a short description of books, both 
lay an'd medical, bearing on the American Forces during the war. 

The volume as a whole is well andgraphicaUy written and is composed 
from notes made at the time, which adds to the interest. While it will 
be most appreciated by members of the unit, there is much of general 
interest for those who wish to have a full description of work in a casualty 
clearing station or evacuation hospital. A. D. S . 

• 
(torrcaponbcnce. 

"THIRTEEN YEARS IN THE SUDAN." 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORP:;." 

HIR,-In continuation of. Captain Davidson's reply to "Benedict," pub
lished in your September issne, IIlay I correct another" misapprehension" ? 

"Benedict" says that Kordofan Province marches with French Equa
t()rial Africa. He must have overlooked Darfur Province (144,000 square 
miles) which lies between Kordofan and French territory. 

Actually the distance by road from El Obeid to the frontier of French 
Equatorial Africa is 640 mile's, and the ;;hortest distance-as the le l{ite
hawk" flies---":'between Kordofan and French territory is over 200 miles. 

Khartouln, I am, etc., 
Sudan, W. H. GILL, 

Septern~er 22, 1980. Late Staff Serjt., R.A.M.C . 

• 
lRotice. 

" EPINALIN." 
" EPINALIN " - a solution of "W elIcome" Brand Adrenalin and 

" Well come " Brand Ephedrine Sulphate-has been recently introduced 
for application to the pharynx and nose by means of an atomizer. Each 
c.c. contains adrenalin 0'0001 grm. (= 1 in 10,000) and ephedrine sulphate, 
0'02 grm. (= 1 in 50). . 

In " epinalin " the powerful but relatively transient action of adrenal in 
is followed by the prolongeil action of the ephedrine. 

" Epinalin" has been found valuable as a nasal spray in asthma and 
hay fever; in engorged and catarrhal conditions of the nose; to shrink the 
nasal mucosa, in order to aid drainage in sinus suppuration; and prepar
atory to rhinoscopy. " Epinalin" may also be applied on gauze or a swab 
to the turbinates, or to small accessible bleeding points, such as tooth 
sockets, or after tonsillectomy. 

'" Epinalin" is issued by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., Snow Hill 
Buildings; London, E.O.I, in bottles of 10 c.c. and 25 C.c. 
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